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Response to English summaries of DUR’s and RME’s draft 

approval of the joint application concerning the introduction of 

implicit loss functionality on the Skagerrak interconnector 

Energy Markets Inspectorate (Ei) appreciates the opportunity to comment on DUR’s and 

RME’s draft decisions on application on implicit loss functionality (IFL) on the Skagerrak 

interconnector. 

All in all, Ei is not in favor of DUR’s and RME’s draft decision to approve the ILF to be 

implemented on the Skagerrak Interconnector. In their summary document, DUR 

expresses quite strong concerns with allowing ILF. Ei shares many of these concerns. In 

addition, DUR informed Ei in a telco (November 21, 2019) that no positive responses 

were received in the consultation of the application with markets participants, which 

further strengthens Ei’s view that the application of the ILF on Skagerrak should not be 

implemented without further analysis. Thus, instead of approving the ILF, our 

recommendation is to put the ILF implementation on the Skagerrak interconnector on 

hold for an indefinite period of time until the legal uncertainties and socio-economic 

benefits have been further analyzed. 

On a general level, Ei also wishes to express concerns with applying this method on only 

one bidding zone border within the area. Ei sees an apparent risk for sub optimization.    

More detailed comments are provided in annex 1.  

 

Anne Vadasz Nilsson 
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Annex 1 

Legal basis for application 

The Regulations 714/2009 and 2015/1222 constitute the legal basis for applying allocation 

constraints in a context of coordinated regional capacity calculation and allocation. 

Norway has recently adopted the third legislative package, i.e. Regulation 714/2009.  

A general comment is that Ei is not convinced that there is the legal possibility to 

introduce ILF given the requirements in Regulation 714/2009 seem not to be met. Annex 1 

point 1.2 reads: When there is no congestion, there shall be no restriction of access to the 

interconnection. Where this is usually the case, there need be no permanent general allocation 

procedure for access to a cross-border transmission service. Annex 1 point 1,6 reads: No 

transaction-based distinction shall be applied in congestion management. A particular request for 

transmission service shall be denied only when the following cumulative conditions are fulfilled: 

(a) the incremental physical power flows resulting from the acceptance of that request imply that 

secure operation of the power system may no longer be guaranteed, and (b) the monetary value of 

the request in the congestion-management procedure is lower than all other requests intended to be 

accepted for the same service and conditions. The regulation is clear that both conditions shall 

be fulfilled. Ei understands that a transaction-based distinction only can be made if 

needed to guarantee secure operation. The application merely argues the other way 

around when discussing high load situations on p.10 …there is limited reasoning that 

implicit handling of losses on the Skagerrak Interconnector will result in an unacceptable 

reduction in operational reliability. This statement by Energinet and Statnett indicates that 

applying ILF may affect secure operation negatively. Consequently, the condition given 

in a) seems not to be met for the ILF.  

There is also a requirement on coordination with TSOs in third countries in Annex 3.1 of 

Regulation 714/2009. The provision reads: Capacity allocation at an interconnection shall be 

coordinated and implemented using common allocation procedures by the TSOs involved. In cases 

where commercial exchanges between two countries (TSOs) are expected to affect physical flow 

conditions in any third country (TSO) significantly, congestion-management methods shall be 

coordinated between all the TSOs so affected through a common congestion-management 

procedure. National regulatory authorities and TSOs shall ensure that no congestion-management 

procedure with significant effects on physical electric power flows in other networks is devised 

unilaterally. The ILF will affect physical flows in third countries. The requirement uses the 

term “significant effect”, which to our understanding is not addressed in the application. 

Ei would like to have this issue further explored. Ei regards that the minimum 

requirement must be to coordinate with the countries directly connected with AC 

interconnections, i.e. Sweden and Germany. As far as Ei understands, such coordination 

has yet to be carried out. 

Question marks on economic surplus calculation and geographical scope 

The geographical scope of the economic analysis seems only to cover the Nordic region, 

and the draft decision refers to socio economic gains, estimated by DUR, for the Nordic 

CCR of 13.6 million DKK/year.  
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Energinet and Statnett on p. 13 state that… is in Energinets and Statnetts evaluation deemed 

sufficient meet the condition within Article 6(1)(c) of CCM for CCR Nordic, in demonstrating an 

EU-wide welfare economic benefit1. The analysis in the proposal is thus only conducted on a 

Nordic level, not EU-wide. Ei suggest that a new analysis covering the EU is done in 

collaboration with affected TSOs and NRAs. 

DUR states…that the method will have an immediate detrimental effect on the competition in the 

electricity market, increasing barriers to trade between Denmark and Norway for electricity. 

Despite this strong conclusion and the rather small calculated net benefits, DUR consider 

the method to be approvable. RME does not address this issue in their draft decision.  

The application does not mention how much electricity will take alternative routes in the 

Nordics. Implementing the ILF on Skagerrak will have effect on surrounding AC grids. 

Consequently, losses will increase in for example Sweden. DUR concludes that it is 

unclear how grid losses in the AC network is modelled. Ei agrees that this part of the 

analysis is unclear. A solid analysis prepared by requesting TSOs and affected TSOs in 

collaboration including grid simulations capturing this external effect is warranted before 

considering the implementation of ILF on non-merchant DC cables in the Nordics. 

Ei note the uncertainty of what will happen with the withheld capacity from Day Ahead 

in later market time frames. This goes especially for Intraday. This detail must be 

transparently described for a comprehensive analysis of the proposal to be carried out. 

Ei conclude that there are considerable uncertainties surrounding the method used for 

calculating the economic surplus. At the same time, the calculated net benefits are small. 

Ei thus regards the robustness of the presented socio-economic net benefit as very 

uncertain. We do not agree with the approach that DUR and RME seem to take, i.e. to 

approve the method with conditions or terms. Instead Ei´s strong recommendation is to 

undertake further analysis.   

 

                                                           
1 Application to introduce implicit loss handling on the Skagerrak Interconnector 


